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Abstract
Background: The issue of antibiotic resistance has become a global public health concern, with an extensive clinical and economic 
burden. In this context, health professionals play a key role in the fight against antibiotic resistance because they play a part in 
prescribing antibiotics during routine clinical practice. 

Objectives: to study assessing knowledge, attitude and practice of antibiotic resistance among medical students. 

Methods: An observational cross-sectional facility-based study was done during period from December 2021 to June 2022 on 
medical students of AAU. The sample size of the study was 285 By Stratified random sampling technique, according to their 
academic year then the sample selected randomly from each strata. The data was collected by using electronic structured 
questionnaire by Google form. Then after collected the data we analysis by SPSS version 25.
 
Result: A total sample of 285 participants were collected. 93% of participants heard about antibiotic resistance. Regarding 
knowledge, and 91, 9% of participants defined antibiotic resistance as the ability of bacteria & other microorganisms to resist the 
effects of an antibiotic to which they were once sensitive and about spread of resistance, only 26.7% agree that antibiotic resistance 
bacteria can spread from animals to human. Regarding the attitude, 84.2% considered that antibiotic resistance is a problem and 
89.5% stated that taking antibiotic correctly reduce the risk of antibiotic resistance. Regarding the practice, 51. 6% of students 
sometimes stop taking antibiotic course after improvement of symptoms and 56,1% get a prescription before starting antibiotics. 

Conclusion: This study showed that medical students had good knowledge concerning antibiotic resistance with exception about 
spread of antibiotic resistance, good attitude and moderate practice. So improvements in antibiotic usage and prescribing must be 
made in the medical curriculum for undergraduate students to reduce the emergence of antibiotic resistance.
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1. Background
Antibiotics are medicines used to prevent and treat bacterial 
infections that infect humans and animals. Bacteria change in 
response to antibiotics use is called  antibiotic resistance (ABR) 
which eliminate or restrict the therapeutic actions of antibiotics 

[1]. Which currently became a global health problem not merely 
increased morbidity and mortality but also affecting economic 
situations. The percentage of acquiring ABR infections is 
increasing day by day worldwide with 2.8 million people infected 
annually in U.S.A. With 35.000 death per year [2,3].

Naturally microorganisms have the capability of being 
antimicrobial resistance (AMR). Which mean that generation of 
a microorganism that no longer responds to antimicrobials. In 
appropriate prescriptions of antibiotics, substandard medications, 
poor infections control, being within the reach of all people (over 
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the market) , mixing bacterial and viral infections, self-medication 
by the patient, patients demand and lack of awareness about AMR 
and its consequences among health-care workers and the general 
population for antibiotics are all  found to be the determining 
factor for development and expansions of antibiotics resistance. 
. All health-care professionals have a pivotal role to play in 
controlling AMR and preserving the efficacy of antibiotics. 
The World Health Organization's Global Action Plan on AMR 
highlights the importance of training health professions. Therefore, 
educational training to both health professions and public regarding 
AMR and its consequences, rational use of antibiotics, and control 
measures of AMR must be promoted. Hence the medical students, 
who are the future doctors and key stakeholders of the health-
care system.  The major move toward the training of health-care 
professionals is at the undergraduate level. They must be made 
fully aware of challenges posed by AMR, responsible use and 
prescription of antibiotics, and various preventive measures to 
combat AMR. It is important to scrutinize the baseline knowledge 
of medical students for proper development and implementation 
of a highly effective training program on antibiotic use and 
controlling measures of AMR [4].

Hence, the present study aimed at evaluating knowledge, attitude 
and practice of Antibiotic resistance among medical students. 
Antibiotic resistance is one of the public health problem in a low 
income setting in Africa. This study is intended to be part of raising 
awareness and education about antibiotic resistance in Sudan by 
assessing the knowledge of medical students towards it. Extensive 
studies were published around the world. However, in Sudan, there 
is a little published papers of awareness about antibiotic resistance. 
Our study is aim to reduce the major health problems resulting 
from the unaware activities of the medical field and the study can 
be a reference for future research.

2. Study Design and Population 
A descriptive cross sectional study was conducted in Alzaeim 
Alazhari University in Khartoum state, Sudan during the period 
from November 2021 to June 2022 The sample size calculated by 
the following formula at the confidence level of 95% and degree of 
precision 0.05. n=N÷1+N(d)²,n-> sample size ,N->population size 
,d-> level of precision.
 
The total population (N) = 985, so when we applied the formula 
the sample size (n) was equal to 285 undergraduate medical 
students of Alzaeim Alazhari University selected By Stratified 
random sampling technique. The medical students were divided 
into 5 strata (according to their academic year) then the sample 
was selected randomly from each strata. So after dividing (n) 
on the 5 strata we studied this study on 57 students from batch 
[24] ,65 from batch [25], 60 from batch [26] ,54 from batch [27] 
and 49 from batch [28] total sample size equal 285 students data 
was collected through electronic self-structured Questionnaire by 
Google form

2.1 Statistical Analysis
We used SPSS version 25 to analyze the collected data, and print 
it in graphs and frequency tables, and then statistical test was done 
to examine knowledge, attitude, and practice about antibiotic 
resistance 

2.2 The Results
A total sample of 285 participants were collected. 20% were batch 
24, 22.8% were batch 25, 21.1% were batch 26 while 18.9% batch 
27 and 17.2% batch 28.

7% of participants did not know about antibiotics resistance while 93% of participants did know about it. 
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2.3 Participant’s Knowledge
91.9% of participants believe that biotic resistance is the ability 
of bacteria & other microorganisms to resist the effects of an 
antibiotic to which they were once sensitive while 3.5% is the 
ability of viruses to resist the effect of an antibiotic to which they 
were once sensitive and 4.6% do not know. 26% of participants 
believe the cause is the Use of antibiotic without medical 
prescription, 0.7% is the stop the medication suddenly, and 
4.2% is the uncompleted course while 65.3% is all of mentioned 
reasons. 94.7% of participants believe that Bacteria can become 
resistant to antibiotics while 1.1% do not think that, and 4.2% do 

not know. 59.6% of participants believe that people can become 
resistant to antibiotics, 16.1% do not, 24.2% do not know. 26.7% 
of participants believe that antibiotic resistance bacteria can spread 
from animals to human while 27.7% don’t believe that and 45.6% 
don’t know.34.7% of participants believe that Antibiotic resistance 
bacteria can spread from person to person while 37.5% don’t 
believe that and 27.7% don’t know. 91.6% of participants believe 
that increasing the use of antibiotic in the society, is associated 
with increasing the risk of developing antibiotic resistance, while  
3.9% do not believe that and 4.6% do not know. 

Variables Frequency Percent
What is antibiotic resistance
The ability of bacteria & other microorganisms to resist the effects of an antibiotic to which they were 
once sensitive. 

262 91.9 

The ability of viruses to resist the effect of an antibiotic to which they were once sensitive. 10 3.5
I don't know 13 4.6
What is the cause of antibiotic resistance
Use of antibiotic without medical prescription 74 26.0 
Stop the medication suddenly 2 0.7 
Uncompleted the course 12 4.2 
All of them 186 65.3 
I do not know 11 3.9 
Bacteria can become resistant to antibiotics.
Yes 270 94.7 
No 3 1.1 

2.4 Participant’s Attitude
10.9% of participants agree that antibiotic resistance is not a 
big problem while 84.2% disagree and 4.9% are neutral. 89.5% 
of participants agree that Taking antibiotic correctly may reduce 
the risk of antibiotic resistance while 4.9% disagree and 5.9% 
are neutral. 25.3% of participants agree that noncompliance dose 
not contribute to the development of antibiotics resistance while 

47% disagree and 27.7% are neutral. 21.4% of participants agree 
that antibiotic should be stopped immediately when the Patient 
clinically improved while 68.4% disagree and 10.2% are neutral. 
88.1% of participants agree that students and medical have a role 
to play in decreasing the prevalence of antibiotics resistance while 
1.8% disagree and 10.2% are neutral. 

variable Frequency Percent
Do you think antibiotic resistance is not a problem
Agree 31 10.9 
Disagree 240 84.2 
Neutral 14 4.9 
Taking antibiotic correctly may reduce the risk of antibiotic resistance
Agree 255 89.5 
Disagree 14 4.9 
Neutral 16 5.6 
Noncompliance dose not contribute to the development of antibiotics resistance 
Agree 72 25.3 
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Disagree 134 47.0 
Neutral 79 27.7 
Antibiotic should be stopped immediately when the Patient clinically improved 
Agree 61 21.4 
Disagree 195 68.4 
Neutral 29 10.2 
As a student in the medical field and also member of society do you think you have a role to play in decreasing the prevalence of 
antibiotics resistance
Agree 251 88.1
Disagree 5 1.8 
Neutral 29 10.2 

2.5 According to Participant’s Practice 
93% of participants have taking antibiotic while 7% have not taking antibiotic. 

16.1% of participant's always stopping antibiotic course after improvement of symptoms while 
51.6% sometimes and 32.3% never. 

32.6% of participants always-getting prescription before starting antibiotics while 56.1% sometimes and 11.2% never.
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50.2% of participants always complete the course of prescribed antibiotic while 43.2% sometimes and 6.7% never.

Bnbh

3. Discussion  
The present study assessed knowledge, attitude and practice of 
antibiotic resistance among medical students. The students in 
AAU generally have good knowledge with some exceptions, good 
attitude and Poor practice. These can be seen in the main findings, 
which are summarized into the following points: 

Regarding knowledge of antibiotic resistance: In our study, 93% 
of participants have heard of antibiotic resistance. This finding is 
similar to study in medical students in Georgia by H Phagave et al 
in which 83.02% heard of antibiotic resistance. On the other hand, 
this finding differ from study in medical students in Colombia 
by Luis Felipe et al in Colombia. In which only 18.2% had 
heard of antibiotic resistance. Regarding definition of antibiotic 
resistance our students show good knowledge in which 91.9% 

of participants agree that it is the ability of bacteria to resist the 
effect of an antibiotic to which they were once sensitive. This is 
similar to study in medical students in India done by Gupta MK 
et al. In which 93% of participants agree that antibiotic resistance 
is a phenomenon in which bacterium loses it is sensitivity to an 
antibiotic [5-7]. 

In our study, 65.3% of participants agree that the cause of antibiotic 
resistance is: use of antibiotic without medical description, stop 
the medication suddenly and un complete the course. Therefore, 
the present study reported good knowledge about the causes of 
antibiotic resistance, which is similar to study in Jordan by Saurian 
G. et-al [8]. 

In the matter "what can become resistance to antibiotic" 94.7% of 
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our participants correctly answered that the bacteria can become 
resistant to antibiotics. This is similar to study in medical students 
in Sudan done by Musnad MA et-al [9]. 

However, in concern with "people can become resistance to 
antibiotic" our participants show average knowledge in which 
59.6% of students agree with that. This is slightly differ from 
previous study in which 63.2% agree with us. 

In concern with "Spread of resistance", only 26.7% of our 
participants agree that antibiotic resistance bacteria can spread 
from animals to humans. This finding slightly contrast study in 
Sudan done by Musnad MA et-al, which show 37.4% agree that. 
Also only 34.7% of our participants agree that resistance can 
spread from person to person. The present study thus reported 
an overall low knowledge about Spread of antibiotic resistance, 
which is similar to study in Sudan done by Musnad MA et-al [9].

In our study 91.6% of students know that increasing the use of 
antibiotic, is associate with increasing the risk of developing 
antibiotic resistance. In this part, our students have good 
knowledge, similar to studies in Zambia done by Zulu et-al [10]. 
And in Sudan by Musnad MA et-al.  in which respectively 93.1%, 
82.2% of students agree that the frequency use of antibiotic can 
lead to antibiotic resistance [9]. 

Overall, the results of the study show that the students have good 
knowledge, but have wrong believes about Spread of antibiotic 
resistance. 

Concerning the attitude of participants toward antibiotics 
resistance: In our study, 10.9%of participants agree that antibiotic 
resistance in not a big problem while 84.2% disagree and 4.9% 
are neutral. These results are similar to the results obtained in 
Georgia H Phagava et_al [5]. Which 83.96% of medical students 
agree that antibiotics resistance has become a problem. Also in 
our study, 21.4% of participants agree that antibiotic should be 
stopped immediately when the Patient clinically improved while 
68% disagree and 10.2% are neutral. On other, hand a study done 
in Bangladesh Mahfuza Marzan et_al [11]. Reported that 48.67% 
of student stop taking
antibiotics when symptoms disappeared. 

Also regarding attitude 88.1% of participants agree that students 
have a role to play in decreasing the prevalence of antibiotics 
resistance while 1.8% disagree and 10.2% are neutral comparing 
it while a study conducted in Sudan Musand MA et_al [9]. That 
83.2% of students think have a role to play in decreasing the 
prevalence of antibiotics resistance while 7.4% disagree and 9.4% 
neutral. 

Overall, the results of the study showed that the students had good 
attitude towards antibiotic resistance. 

Regarding Practices of students towards antibiotic resistance:  
Our study reported that 93% of the participants Agreed with the 
statement that they take antibiotics when they were sick. The 
findings are similar to that in India by Manoj k. et-al [12].  In 
which 83.3% students have consumed antibiotics in previous year 
of the survey. 

Regarding the participants’ practice on whether they   asked doctors 
to prescribe antibiotics, 32.6% of participants always getting 
prescription before starting antibiotics while 56.1% sometimes and 
11.2% never. The majority of the students disagreed but there was 
a minority who believed that antibiotics are used with prescription. 
This is similar to a study done in India by Manoj k. et-al. shows 
that83.3% students have consumed antibiotics in previous year of 
the survey. Around 45% of medical students accepted that they 
buy antibiotics without a prescription [12]. 

In the present study, 16.1% of participants always stopping 
antibiotic course after improvement of symptoms while 51.6% 
sometimes and 32.35 never. The findings of our study are different 
to the findings of study was performed in Bangladesh by Mahfuza 
marzan et-al show that students admitted to stop-taking antibiotics 
when symptoms disappeared (48.67%) [11]. 

Overall, the results of the study showed that the students had 
moderate practices towards antibiotic resistance. 
  
4. Conclusion
This study highlight that medical students had good knowledge 
concerning definition of antibiotic resistance and causes of it, 
but low knowledge about spread of resistance.  The study  also 
declare that medical students had a good attitude about that 
taking antibiotic correctly reduce the risk of antibiotic resistance 
and as they, students have a role in decreasing prevalence of 
antibiotic resistance. The study also revealed that students had 
moderate practice in which they sometimes stop taking antibiotic 
after improvement of the symptoms and get prescription before 
starting antibiotic. The study reported a high score in attitude than 
knowledge and practices. We recommend introducing courses 
or workshops for medical students of our university describing 
the importance of idealized use of antibiotics, the side effects of 
improper use, and antibiotic resistance dangers. In addition, we 
recommend organizing awareness campaigns about antibiotic in 
different social groups to understand the overall through different 
ways like workshops, mass media and so. 
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